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Fractionall  Quantum Hall 
Edges s 

Inn this chapter, wo provide an overview of some of the existing knowledge on 
fractionall  quantum Hall edges and we explain why wc developed the formalism 
thatt we present, in the rest of this thesis. 
Thiss chapter starts with a short review of the fractional quantum Hall effect and 
thee theory for the bulk. After this we focus on the edge theories. We determine 
thee charge structure of fractional quantum Hall edges using a combination of well-
knownn gauge arguments [53. 34]. We present Wen's hydro-dynamical picture [81]. 
whichh leads to the chiral Luttinger liquid description, and we introduce the opera-
torss representing the allowed fractionally and integer charged excitations. Then we 
devotee a section to the theoretical and experimental results obtained in the study 
off  point-contacts. We introduce the tunneling Hamiltonian and the expression for 
thee tunneling current we will use in later chapters. W7e briefly discuss the results 
obtainedd by renormalization group studies [46] and exact TBA solutions [22]. In 
parallell  we present the results of tunneling I-V [19, 28] and shot-noise [62. 69] mea-
surements.. We conclude with a section in which we explain how the theoretical 
andd experimental results reviewed in this chapter have motivated us to develop the 
quasi-particlee formulation presented in the following chapters of this thesis. 

1.11 The Fractional Quantum Hall Effect 

Inn 1982 the fractional quantum Hall effect was discovered by Tsui. Störmer and 
Gossardd [80]. In very clean GaAs-heterostructures they observed a plateau in the 
Hall-resistancee Bti corresponding to a fractional value OH — R  ̂ ~ \T °^ t n e 

conductance.. The next year Laughlin [52] proposed a variational wavefunction 
fromm which many features of the fractional quantum Hall plateaus at simple fillin g 
fractionss v — - could be extracted. The Laughlin wave-function is characterized 
byy its topological order. It can be found using very basic considerations about 
electronss in the lowest Landau level. At electron densities typical for the simple 
fillin gg fractions the electrons are restricted to the lowest Landau level because they 
aree separated from the higher Landau levels by the Landau level spacing h^. 
whichh is of the order of meV for typical magnetic fields of (1 — 10 T). This is larger 
thenn the energy kBT « 0.5/ieV . .. O.lmeV for T in the range 5mK . .. IK . which 
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Figuree 1.1: Fractional quantum Hall effect, the data show the characteristic 
plateauss structure in the Hall-resistance Ru and the simultaneous vanishing of 
thee longitudinal resistance R as a function of the magnetic field. Picture taken 
fromm [1] 

aree typical temperatures at. which these experiments are performed. It is therefore 
reasonablee to assume that the many-body wave-function can be expressed in single 
particlee wave-functions restricted to the lowest Landau level. Furthermore the wave 
functionn should be totally antisymmetric and it should be an eigenfunction of total 
angularr momentum. These constraints plus the assumption that the wave function 
iss of the Jast row-form lead to a variational ground state wave-function [51, 52], the 
Laughlinn wave-function. 

$ $ ')) = nfo rr<kY<kY e' f - i T T T Z - jj  z'zl ï.r r 
j<k j<k 

forr the v = -t fractional quantum Hall state. 
Withh the improvement of sample growing technology more and more fractions with 
oddd denominator appeared in the experiments. These quantum Hall states are best 
describedd by the Jain hierarchy based on the composite fermion picture [44]. For 
thee composite fermion picture it is assumed that the strongly interacting electron 
systemm maps into a system of weekly interacting composite fermions. A composite 
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fermionn is an electron with an even number of flux quanta attached to it. The easiest 
wayy to think of this is that the coulomb interaction tries to keep the electrons apart. 
Thiss creates an area around every electron which is avoided by other electrons. A 
partt of the flux in this area and the electron can now be seen as one particle. If 
wee apply this argument to every electron we get a new system of composites which 
experiencee a reduced magnetic field. 
Thee flux attached to an electron is chosen such that the resulting composite is 
againn a fermion. Because of this, these particles will fill  composite fermion Landau 
levelss . In general, an integer quantum Hall state for these composite fermions 
wil ll  correspond to a fractional quantum Hall state for the original electrons. If we 
attachh 2m flux quanta to the electrons the fillin g fractions will be related by 

wheree v denotes the true fillin g fraction and v* denotes the integer filling  fraction 
forr composite fermions. 
Recently,, more exotic plateaus were found at higher filling  fractions v > 2. These 
plateauss cannot, be explained by the composite fermion picture alone. The plateaus 
att even denominator filling  fractions can only be explained by introducing new 
physicall  processes like electron or composite fermion pairing. We will not discuss 
thesee more exotic quantum Hall states and when we refer to fractional quantum 
Halll  states it will be implicit that we refer to fillin g fractions ^ < v < 1. The 
lowerr bound is introduced here because the two dimensional electron gas will form 
aa Wigner crystal at lower densities. 
Laughlin'ss variational wave function and the composite fermion picture lead to a 
goodd description of the physics at the plateaus but they do not explain the fractional 
quantumm Hall effect. To explain it one has to study the effects of disorder in the 
presencee of long range coulomb interactions. In a pure system without disorder the 
quantumm Hall effect would not be observed and the wave-functions proposed above 
wouldd be good variational ground state only for a discrete set of filling  fractions. 
Thatt the presence of disorder is crucial can be learned from a closer look at non-
interactingg composite fermions. If there was only a Landau level structure the 
Fermi-energyy would make discrete jumps if one varies the magnetic field. On 
loweringg the magnetic field some of the composite fermions would move to a higher 
compositee fermion Landau level and give an extra contribution to the conduction. 
Noo plateaus would be observed; in fact the conductance would simply be inversely 
proportionall  to the magnetic field. However due to the presence of disorder these 
compositee fermions go to localized states at energies neighboring the extended 
states.. If we lower the magnetic field in the presence of disorder the Fermi energy 
cann increase gradually and the composite fermions leaving the extended states are 
localizedd and do not contribute to the conduction. The current will be carried by 
thee extended states below the Fermi level, until the moment the magnetic field has 
changedd so much that the Fermi energy reaches the next Landau level. 
Too explain that in this scenario the conductance will maintain its quantized value 
overr the plateaus the Laughlin gauge argument is needed. This argument shows 
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thatt the presence of weak disorder does not change the Hall conductance. We will 
present,, this argument in the next section, where we discuss the charge structure 
off  the edge. 
Followingg Laughlin's discovery of the variational wave functions, several generaliza-
tionss [35. 30] preceding Jain's composite fermion picture were proposed to describe 
plateauss at non-simple fillin g fractions v ^ -. For these hierarchy schemes Landau-
Ginzburg-Chern-Simonss theories were proposed by several authors [10, 86. 87. 67, 
88.. 26, 25]. Blok and Wen [10] showed that for one fillin g fraction the different 
hierarchyy schemes often lead to the same physics. Furthermore, they used gauge 
invariancee of the fqH-system with boundary to obtain the edge theory directly from 
thee Chern-Simons theory describing the bulk. 

Al ll  the theories we discussed so far are more or less phenomenological attempts to 
describee the fractional quantum Hall plateaus. Recently, a unifying field theory for 
thee fractional quantum Hall effect [65. 75. 74] has been developed from microscopic 
considerations.. It takes into account all important aspects: disorder, long-range 
interactionss and strong magnetic field. Some of the most recent experimental sur-
prisess in quantum Hall systems, like the continuously varying tunneling exponent, 
cann be understood starting from the insights obtained in this theory. 

1.22 Gauge Arguments and Fractional Charge 

Gaugee arguments play an important role in the theory of the quantum Hall ef-
fects.. Laughlin used a gauge argument to explain the quantization of the integer 
quantumm Hall effect, and in the first paper mentioning the fractional quantum Hall 
effectt Tsui, Störmer and Gossard used this argument to postulate the existence 
off  fractionally charged excitations. Later Laughlin used a gauge argument, to de-
scribee how the Laughlin wave function responds to the addition of a flux quantum 
farr away from the position were the flux is added. This gauge argument plus the 
usee of Schrieffers counting argument led him to propose quasi-particle excitations 
inn the bulk. We will refer to these bulk quasi-particles as Laughlin quasi-particles. 
InIn this section we will use the gauge argument to obtain the charge structure of the 
fractionall  quantum Hall edge (fqH-edge). The charged edge excitations or edge 
quasi-particless will be called edge-electron or edge-hole if they have unit charge 
andd quasi-hole or quasi-electron (without the adjective Laughlin) if they have frac-
tionall  charge. We will use the terminology quasi-particles to refer to all collective 
particle-likee excitations or to refer to the fractionally charged excitations only. 
AA way to think about the quantization of the conductance [34, 64] and quasi-
holee charge is in terms of a so-called ideal system in which a fractional charge 
iss transferred from one edge to the other. This ideal system consists of a two 
dimensionall  electron gas (2 DEG) living on a disk. This disk has three rings: an 
innerr ring forming a 2 DEG without disorder, a ring forming a 2 DEG but in the 
presencee of disorder, and an outer ring forming a 2 DEG without disorder again. 
Apartt from the disorder these rings are the same: they have the same electron 
densityy and the magnetic field is constant over the whole sample. 
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Figuree 1.2: Ideal quantum Hall system, a region with disorder protected by two 
puree guard rings. The \i\ denote electro-chemical potentials and I denotes the 
directionn of the current. Picture after [34, 64]. 

Iff  by tuning the magnetic field we bring the inner and outer rings in the fractional 
quantumm Hall state at filling  fraction v there are two possible results. Either the 
disorderr in the middle ring is large and there are no extended states in this ring 
orr the disorder is milder and there still exist extended states in the middle ring. 
Itt is the latter situation in which the middle ring is in a fractional quantum Hall 
state.. For the integer quantum Hall effect Halperin argued that in this situation 
thee system will show the characteristic quantized Hall conductance. He used a 
gaugee argument originally formulated by Laughlin in a geometry without the extra 
innerr and outer guard rings. This gauge argument can be generalized to fractional 
quantumm Hall systems [64] assuming the ground state in the bulk is unique and 
exhibitss a gap. Here we present the argument in a form which closely resembles 
Laughlin'ss construction of quasi-particles in the bulk. It will lead us to the charge 
structuree of the edges. 

Iff  we adiabatically insert a flux quantum through the inner area, the ground state 
wave-functionn will be a ground state of the Hamiltonian during the the process. 
Afterr the addition the Hamiltonian returns to its original value up to a gauge 
transformationn . However, in the process charge may be transferred from the outer 
edgee to the inner edge or vice versa depending on the sign of the inserted flux. 
Too see how much charge is transfered we first consider how the one electron wave-
functionss in the lowest Landau level respond to the addition of flux. If we add 
aa flux o in the hole the single electron eigenfunctions of the angular momentum 
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operatorr respond as 

: V ÏÏ  z'2 -* zm+^e-i =2. (1.3) 

andd after the addition of a complete flux quantum o0 we have. 

; V ^ ' 22 -+z e-ïW2. (1.4) 

Wee see that the one-particle states have all moved one position in the spectrum 
off  the angular momentum operator. In this situation we can apply SchriefFer's 
countingg argument: the charge transported from one edge to the other will be 
equall  to the average charge per one electron state. Since on average, these states 
aree occupied by u electrons, we conclude that a charge 

e*e* =  (1.5) 

iss transferred from one edge to the other. 
Becausee we have returned to the old Hamiltonian we have created a new eigenstate 
off  the Hamiltonian. The energy of this state is set by the difference in electro-
chemicall  potential between the inner and outer edge. In principle a calculation 
off  this energy change would involve the Coulomb interactions within the ideal 
quantumm Hall system. However, the simple argument given here gives the correct 
answerr because the gauge argument gives an exact relation between the inserted 
fluxflux and the charge transfer. We now created a paradox: we can seemingly raise or 
lowerr the total energy by transporting electrons from one edge to the other although 
wee assumed the system is in the ground state. The paradox can be resolved by 
notingg that though the bulk is in the ground state the edges are not and it is the 
uniquenesss of the bulk ground state we used to determine how much charge was 
transportedd from one edge to the other. 
Wee can now calculate the Hall conductance by relating two expressions for the 
energyy change due to the addition of one flux quantum. 

AEAE = - ( / /2 - / i i ) v e 

A E = - - 0 OO (1-6) 
c c 

wheree we inserted the flux in the same direction as the existing magnetic field and 
chargee — ue is moved from the outer edge to the inner edge. 
Identifyingg (ju2 - //i) = Vu we get for the Hall conductance 

II  e.c e2 

VHVH 0o h 

andd we see that in the presence of the disorder the conductance is still quantized. 
Afterr insertion of a flux we reobtain the original Hamiltonian for the 2 DEG. 
andd thus we know that the state we obtained is an eigenstate of the Hamiltonian 
correspondingg to an (de)excitation of the original system before the flux addition. 
Fromm this argument, we see that, there are fractional charged excitations at the 
quantumm Hall edges. An energy fi = —fiiue excitation with charge —ue at the 
innerr edge and an energy e  ̂— p-ive excitation with charge ue at the outer edge. 
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1.33 Effective Edge Theories 

Thee low energy dynamics of a quantum Hall system is confined to the edge which 
exhibitss gap-less edge modes. Halperin [35] showed how the dynamics at an integral 
quantumm Hall plateaus can be described by a one dimensional Fermi-liquid theory. 
Laterr Landauer and Biittiker [57] gave a formalism to describe measurements on 
multi-terminall  geometries taking the edge channels with quantized conductances 
ass a starting point. 
Thee real breakthrough came in 1990 with Wen's [81] proposal to take the chiral 
Luttingerr liquid (,\LL ) as an effective theory for the fractional quantum Hall 
edge.. The \LL description predicts electron tunneling exponents, which makes 
itt possible to test its validity in tunneling experiments. We will discuss these 
tunnelingg experiments in some detail in the next section. 
Thee predictions of the \LL have been partially confirmed in experiments, but also 
somee serious problems have been found. For the simple fillin g fractions - the \LL 
iss well understood as an effective theory for the edge at the center of a plateaus. 
Forr states higher in the hierarchy non-universal conductances are predicted [48] 
butt they are not found in the experiments. The experiments show no qualitative 
differencesdifferences between the simple and non-simple fillin g fractions. Several possibilities 
too cure this problem were proposed. A cure at a fundamental level was found by 
Skoricc and Pruisken [75] who showed that when the Coulomb forces are taken into 
accountt universal behavior of the edges at long distances is obtained. 
Furthermore,, in experiment it was found that the tunneling exponent shows no 
plateauss but instead varies linearly with the fillin g fraction. This behavior was 
explainedd in the neighborhood of the center of a integer quantum Hall plateaus [65] 
andd soon extended to fractional quantum Hall plateaus [75]. The structure obtained 
fromm the effective edge theory obtained from a Ginzburg-Landau-Chern-Simons 
theoryy describing the bulk fractional quantum Hall plateaus will correctly describe 
thee short distance physics of these systems. However in tunneling experiments the 
longg distance physics is probed and the details of the bulk quantum Hall system 
becomee important. An analysis of a bulk quantum Hall system with long range 
disorderr shows that the excess charge will be collected in regions with another fillin g 
fraction.. The coulomb interaction of the edges of these regions with the outer edge 
givee rise to an effective edge theory which is a chiral Luttinger liquid as before but 
parameterizedd by the fillin g fraction instead of the Hall conductance [75]. 
Wee will here introduce the \LL along the lines of Wen's [81] hydro-dynamical 
approach.. We pointed out above that there are some limitations to this approach. 
Forr simple fillin g fractions at the center of a plateaus, however, the validity is 
undisputed.. These simple fillin g fractions are the main focus of later chapters and 
aa more elaborate discussion of the non-simple fillin g fractions is not needed here. 
Att a center of a plateau the bulk of a quantum Hall system is incompressible and 
loww energy excitations are only found at the edge. For the electrons at the edge 
thee drift velocity is given by 
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wheree E is electric field due to a potential confining the electrons to the quantum 
Halll  system. The edge excitations, which are deformations of the edge in the 
groundd state, move with the drift velocity along the edge. If we call the direction 
alongg the edge J: the deformation of the edge in the perpendicular y direction is 
describedd by h{x) which is directly related to the one dimensional excess charge 
densityy p(x) on the edge p(x) = nh(x) where n =  I//2TTI$ is the two dimensional 
chargee density. 
Becausee of the bulk incompressibility the charge on the edge is conserved and using 
j(x)j(x) — vp(x) we get the wave equation 

dtp-vddtp-vdxxpp = 0, (1-9) 

whichh describes deformations of the edge traveling in one direction only. This 
equationn is the chirality constraint. The deformation energy is the work done by 
movingg the excess charge against the electric field E. The effective Hamiltonian 
forr the edge is 

H=H=  fdx\ehpE = fdxiz-p2. (1.10) 

Thee Fourier modes pk of p(x), 

PkPk = -^Jdxe2^p(x), (1.11) 

aree used to rewrite the conservation law and the Hamiltonian 

2m2m , 
PkPk = -j-vkpk 

H=^TpH=^Tpkkp.p.kk
22f.f. (1.12) 

k>0 k>0 

Iff  we take pk with k > Oas a canonical coordinate we find the momenta pk — ~j.P-k-
Iff  we apply canonical quantization, i.e. we put \pk,Pk'\ — i&kk1 < we get the U{\) 
Kac-Moodyy algebra describing the edge excitations. 

[pk,pk'\[pk,pk'\ ~ vkÓk+k>  with k,k'eZ 

[H,p[H,pkk]=vk]=vk 22lplpkk.. (1.13) 

Addingg an electron to the edge will change the charge on the edge by one unit 
chargee and therefore the electron operator should satisfy 

[p(x),J[p(x),J (x')}(x')} = -6(x-x')J (x'). (1.14) 

Thiss leads to the following vertex-operator representation of the electron on the 
edge e 

J-(x)=e-^,J-(x)=e-^, (1.15) 

wheree if is defined by p — y/vdxif. 
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InIn the gauge argument explaining the exactness of the conductance quantization 
wee found that the edges support fractionally charged excitations p*  with charge 

[p{x)>[p{x)>  ^(x')] =  - x'^ix'). (1.16) 

Thesee fractionally charged excitations can also be represented by vertex-operators 

)) = e ^ . (1.17) 

AA remark is to be made here. The fractionally charged excitations always come 
inn clusters of integer total charge, and to have a fractional charge on one edge it 
shouldd be connected by a fractional quantum Hall bulk to another edge with an 
oppositee fractional charge. An example of such a situation is found in the Corbino 
discc geometry in the gauge argument after transferring one charge from the outer 
edgee to the inner edge. 
Usingg the propagator for the <p, 

( V ? ( J \ * M 0 , 0 ))) = -\n(x -vt) + const. (1.18) 

thee electron and the quasi-particle propagators at zero temperature can be calcu-
latedd directly 

1 1 

{x-vt)t' {x-vt)t' 

1 1 
(x(x - vty' 

(1.19) ) 

Fromm the form of the electron propagator we can see that it only describes an 
electronn satisfying fermionic exchange statistics correctly for simple fillin g fractions 
^^ with p odd. For other fillin g fractions the vertex operator is not fermionic and 
extraa bosonic fields are needed to describe the electron correctly. 

1.44 Inter Edge Tunneling 

Inn standard two or four terminal measurements of the quantum Hall effect chiral 
Luttingerr liquid properties are probed only indirectly. These measurements amount 
too measuring the Hall conductance and do not probe the power law behavior of the 
Green'ss functions typical for Luttinger liquid behavior. It is, however, possible to 
testt this power law behavior in tunneling experiments which probe the dynamics 
off  particles settling into the edge. 
Pointt contacts are often used for tunneling experiments. Because of their simplic-
ityy they form an ideal theoretical and experimental testing ground in mesoscopic 
physics.. In the point-contacts we will discuss in this section two fqH-edges are 
broughtt close together. They interact via tunneling processes. The \LL physics 

(J(J++ (x,t)(x,t) J- (0,0)) = 

(>+(:r,t)0-(O,O))) = 
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expressess itself in the non-linear power-law dependence of the tunneling current 
onn the bias voltage, gate voltage and temperature [81, 46, 22]. The charge of 
thee tunneling quasi-particles expresses itself in the current-fluctuations in the low 
temperaturee regime (shot-noise) and we will argue that the crossover regime be-
tweenn shot-noise and thermal noise can only be described taking into account the 
statisticss and the correlations of the quasi-particles. 

1.4.11 Tunneling Hamiltonian and IV-characteristics 

Ourr starting point for an analysis of tunneling is the tunneling Hamiltonian [4, 7]. 
Thee evaluation of the current to lowest order in the transmission amplitudes gives 
risee to an equation for the tunneling current which shows that for low bias voltages 
thee behavior of a point-contact can be described by the edge Green's functions of 
thee tunneling particles. The tunneling Hamiltonian contains three parts of which 
twoo parts Hi and H2 describe the two uncoupled subsystems and the third part is 
thee interaction Ht term, 

HH = H1+H2 + Ht. (1.20) 

Thee Hamiltonians Ht describe \LL  :s at fillin g vx and are copies of the Hamiltonian 
describingg a single edge in isolation, eq. 1.10, 

ffff .. = H i y ; ^ k (i.2i) 
k>0 k>0 

Thee tunneling Hamiltonian will depend on whether we tunnel through the bulk of 
aa quantum Hall system, where the tunneling quasi-particles will be the fractionally 
chargedd bulk excitations 

HHUqhUqh = £ { 7 ? ^ ; - < #+ + R%qp\~^+Y (1-22) 
kq kq 

orr through 'vacuum1 i.e. a barrier which is not a quantum Hall system where the 
tunnelingg current will exist of electrons, 

Ht,e-Ht,e- = £ { r f t g j J ' - J? '+ +T* kqJ?-J1
k>

+}. (1-23) 
kq kq 

HHiyqhiyqh is a good operator only if both sides of the barrier are at the same fillin g 
fractionn and cannot be used in the more general situation with a mismatch in the 
fillin gg fractions when no natural notion of tunneling through the bulk exists. The 
J* .. 0*  are the Fourier modes of the vertex operators we encountered before. 
Noww the current can be obtained from expanding 

I(t)I(t)  =-e(Qi(t)) (1-24) 

withh Qi = [H, Qi] and Qi the charge operator which in Fermi liquids would be 
equivalentt to -eY,k^k^*k with * ^ t + ) the Fourier modes of the electron cre-
ation(annihilation)) operator. In Fermidiquids this operator is equal to the number 
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off  particles times the charge, in non-Fermi liquids the same operator cannot be in-
terpretedd as a counting operator. This is an issue we will return to in later chapters 
weree will try to express (J  ̂ J*k) using edge electron and quasi-hole distribution 
functions.. The interpretation of this operator plays a crucial role in interpreting 
thee expression for the DC part of the tunneling current to lowest order in Tkq , 

/

oo o 

dede W {9l{€ - eV)G2(c) - Gt(e - eV)g2(e)} , (1.25) 
-DO O 

wheree it is assumed that Tkq — tS  ̂ is independent of k and q. The Green's 
functionss are given by 

GGtt(f.)(f.) = {Jl> +Jr)T. (1.26) 

Forr describing quasi-hole tunneling we have to replace the electron Green's func-
tionss with the quasi-hole Green's functions h(e) and H(e) and replace -e by e*  = ue 
thee quasi-particle charge, 

hi(e)hi(e) = < #+ 0 r ) T , 

Hi(c)Hi(c) =(<£>-<f>i>+) T. (1.27) 

Forr chiral Luttinger liquids the zero temperature Green's functions can be calcu-
latedd from expression 1.19 by a Fourier transformation, 

GiCeJoce"-1-1,, (1.28) 

whichh illustrates the power-law behavior. 
InIn experiments in a cleaved edge over-growth geometry, in which the electrons 
tunnell  from a Fermi-liquid (a normal metal) into a fqH-edge, the parameter char-
acterizingg the chiral Luttinger liquid was measured. Contrary to theoretical expec-
tationss it was found that this parameter depends continuously on the magnetic field 
strengthh or the true filling  fraction. Where a measurement of the Hall conductance 
showss plateaus, see figure: 1.3, the measurement of the tunneling exponent shows 
noo plateau structure. This measurement clearly shows that the applicability of the 
hydro-dynamicall  approach can only be valid at the center of a plateau. 
Thee temperature and bias voltage dependence of these point-contacts can be de-
rivedd from renormalization group (RG) analysis of Luttinger liquids [46] where one 
findsfinds that the tunneling rate from a Fermi liquid into a chiral Luttinger liquid 
dropss to zero as temperature is brought to zero. This is due to the orthogonality 
catastrophe:: the electrons in the ground state of the \LL are strongly correlated 
andd adding or removing electrons gives rise to an excited state of the remaining 
electronss orthogonal to their ground state. 

Forr the RG-analysis of tunneling between two equivalent edges, see figure: 1.4 
(i/jj  = u2 — v) Kane and Fisher [46] took in to account n electron processes or, in 
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Figuree 1.3: Tunneling exponent as function of the magnetic field, picture taken 
fromm reference [28]. The measurement was performed in cleaved edge overgrowth 
geometry,, in which the electrons tunnel from a Fermi-liquid into a fqH-edge. The 
dashedd line was taken from [73]. 

thee opposite limit , n quasi-particle processes. This allowed them to decide which 
off  these processes are relevant perturbations of the theory of uncoupled edges. It 
turnss out that for fillin g fractions v > \ the 1 quasi-particle tunneling processes are 
thee only relevant perturbation. For lower fillin g fractions also multi quasi-particle 
processess contribute. This puts a practical limit on the applicability of the results 
wee derived from the tunneling Hamiltonian. When we go to lower filling  fractions 
wee need to add extra terms to the tunneling Hamiltonian Hl>qp to take into account 
thee extra processes. 

Thee RG-analysis of quasi-hole tunneling, fig. 1.4(a), leads to the following expres-
sions:: the tunneling current at zero temperature 

V(V' )) = j 
.711 = 1 

2jr2p*i/-l 2jr2p*i/-l ;i.29) ) 

andd the conductance at finite temperature 

G„(T)G„(T)  = 
h h 

Vf ll  T\v \2T2(p2u-l) 
// é

 u,nT\un\ -1 

nn = \ 

[1.30) ) 

wheree anv,anT are known constants [46] and the vn are complex numbers depend-
ingg on the details of the point-contact. 
Forr electron tunneling, fig. 1.4(b) similar formulas are found : the zero-temperature 
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current-voltt age relationship 

II 99{V){V) = YdbnV\tn\
2V2^ 1.31 1 

andd the conductance at finite temperature 

„ 2 2 
GGee(T)(T) = 2^2^bbnT\tn\-l-nT\tn\-l-{ { (1.32) ) 

wheree bnv, bnr are known constants [46] and the tn are complex numbers depending 
onn the details of the point-contact. 

(a) ) (b) ) 

Figuree 1.4: Tunneling through vacuum (a) and through the bulk (b). the shaded 
areaa denotes quantum Hall bulk. 

Whenn temperature is lowered sufficiently this RG-analysis shows that the quasi-hole 
tunnelingg interaction between two edges of the same quantum Hall system becomes 
soo strong that perturbation theory breaks down because the n = 1 contribution 
diverges.. The interaction will split the system in two parts, see figure: 1.4. This 
strongg coupling or low temperature regime, see figure: 1.4(a), can be described by 
electronn tunneling through vacuum between between the edges of the two newly 
formedd fqH-systems. 

Att v = | only 1 quasi-particle processes are relevant, and therefore, it corresponds 
too an exactly solvable model [22]. The exact solution obtained from thermody-
namicc Bethe ansatz describes the crossover between the quasi-particle tunneling 
andd the electron tunneling regimes. Furthermore the exact solution shows a dual-
ityy relating the low temperature, strong coupling, electron tunneling regime to the 
highh temperature weak coupling quasi panicle tunneling regime. 
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1.4.22 Shot-Noise 

Althoughh difficult experimentally it is possible to measure the fluctuations in a 
qu&si-holee tunneling current. The noise power 

5(w)) = Jdte™(  (1-33) 

containss two contributions: the thermal or Johnson-Nyquist noise SJM and the 
partitionn or shot noise SSN- Pure thermal noise in one edge can easily be calculated 
fromm the partition sum describing the chiral Luttinger liquid on the edge. It leads 
too a confirmation of the fluctuation dissipation theorem, 

SSJNJN(T)(T) =2uT. (1.34) 

Alsoo the shot noise in the limi t of low temperature and small tunneling currents, 
wheree the particles tunnel one by one, can easily be calculated and leads to the 
famouss charge spectroscopy result 

SsN(V)=2e*ISsN(V)=2e*IBB(V){l-t)(V){l-t)  (1.35) 

wheree t « 1 is the transmission. SJN{T) is the zero frequency noise power at 
temperaturee T » eV and SSN{V) is the zero frequency noise power at T « eV. 
Forr tunneling through a v = | fractional quantum Hall bulk a charge § for the 
tunnelingg quasi-particles is found in the experiment, see figure 1.5. The constant 
transmissionn in the shot-noise experiments, which would not be expected from the 
non-linearr I-V-characteristic we described above, is due to tuning of the point-
contact.. For different values of the bias voltage the gate-voltage was tuned to 
obtainn the same transmission. 
Too describe the crossover between the thermal noise and shot noise regime is a 
problemm which is still largely unsolved. For the tunneling through a filling  fraction 
vv = i fractional quantum Hall state an exact solution is available [22, 23] but for 
generall  fillin g fractions v < ~ the problem is no longer exactly soluble. 
Forr bosons and fermions the crossover from shot-noise to thermal noise takes the 
formm [57], 

5^)^2XX E JdETriAijAjMiiEMil^fjiEW) (1-36) 
i , j = l , 2 2 

wheree the ft are distribution functions in the two edges connected by the point 
contactt and the + and - refer to Bose and Fermi statistics, respectively. The 
Aj,jAj,j are derived from the scattering matrix .ŝ  characterizing the point contact. 
Thee behavior under temperature or bias-voltage changes is contained in the factor 
fi(E,fi(E, Vi)(l^fj(E, Vj)) and depends only on the exclusion statistics of the particles. 
Thiss suggests that if the quasi-holes possess fractional statistics this might be 
visiblee in the crossover behavior of the zero frequency noise. An attempt to make 
thee dependence on the fractional statistics explicit [41] does not account for the 
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Figuree 1.5: The noise power as a function of the tunneling current, figure taken 
from:: [69]. The slope is proportional to the quasi-particle charge. The inset shows 
thee noise power for electron tunneling through vacuum. 

correlationss between the quasi-holes properly, and therefore, the results can not be 
appliedd to fractional quantum Hall edges. How to generalize equation 1.36 to quasi-
holess is at the moment unclear because the properties of creation and annihilation 
operatorss used in the standard second quantized formalism for fermions or bosons 
cann not be used for quasi-holes. Therefore, the usual non-equilibrium techniques 
likee Keldysh or Landauer-Biittiker can not be applied. 

1.55 Edge Quasi-Particles 

Thee gauge argument gives us strong evidence that the charge on the edge is quan-
tizedd in units e' = ue. The shot-noise experiments confirm this hypothesis, because 
theyy show the current possesses a granularity consistent with the assumption of this 
chargee quantization. They also show that a tunneling current through the bulk 
cann support this granularity, where a current through vacuum can only support 
thee electron charge. 
Ass we pointed out before, most calculations on tunneling processes are done within 
aa bosonic formulation. Although they give the correct results one would like to 
constructt a calculational scheme which is closer to an interpretation in terms of 
fractionallyy charged quasi-particles. If it is correct, such a scheme should have 
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certainn advantages over others. A good criterion could be whether it is able to 
describee the crossover from shot noise to thermal noise. 
Inn the chiral Luttinger liquid the charged particles are represented by vertex-
operatorss as we have seen in section 1.3 when we described the edge-electron and 
quasi-holee operators. The behavior of these operators can be analyzed with tech-
niquess from conformal field theory which in general is not formulated in a tra-
ditionall  condensed matter language. We try to get closer to condensed matter 
formulationn like Landauer-Büttiker when we try to describe two edges in contact 
usingg quasi-particle occupation numbers. However, a Landauer-Büttiker type of 
approachh depends to much on fermionic statistics and we have to take at least a 
feww steps back and start from a tunneling Hamiltonian description which is not 
basedd on fermionic or bosonic statistics and therefore a good starting point for our 
analysis. . 
Too analyze the tunneling Hamiltonian one usually goes to a formulation in /r-space. 
Att low temperatures the only states important for transport through a tunneling 
barrierr will then be those states close to the Fermi surface. In conformal field theory 
thee transition to A:-space corresponds to a transition from vertex-operators to their 
modes.. Now, an important observation will be that the quasi-particles develop a 
Fermi-surface.. This will be very helpful for the analysis of tunneling processes be-
causee it will strongly reduce the phase space in which many quasi-particle processes 
aree important. The question then is how tunneling quasi-particles, edge electrons 
orr quasi-holes, leave from and settle in an edge. We know already that in (chiral) 
Luttingerr there is the orthogonality catastrophe which leads to strong suppression 
off  tunneling at low temperatures. For the calculation of Green's functions at finite 
temperaturess we will need quantitative information on these tunneling processes 
whichh is given in the language of the quasi-particle picture. To justify the quasi-
particlee picture this point needs to be settled, and using only processes involving 
aa few quasi-particles, it has to lead to a good approximation to the experimental 
data. . 


